®

Telescopic Connectors

For concrete stair landings and structural frames

Speed. Safety. Strength.
When setting out building schedules to comply with Stage 2, 3 or 4 of the RIBA Plan of Work 2020,
the timely exchange of information and early specification of the appropriate products benefits the
whole supply chain and ensures measurable benefits for precast concrete projects:





Improved health and safety

Telescopic connectors facilitate safer construction sites.
Risks, including HAVS, Working at Height, noise and dust
associated with other methods (including RSAs) are driven
down or eliminated. All stakeholders can comply with
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations.
Offsite factory controlled conditions and production line
techniques significantly reduce the risk of workplace accidents,
augmenting DfMA and MMC appeal.

Cost and time efficiencies

Our connectors enable swift installation for maximum
productivity. No on site welding and minimal on site casting
is necessary. By reducing on site task complexity, greater
accuracy, less wastage and more rapid installation is achieved.



Technical compliance



Enhanced asset value



Environmental sustainability

Our telescopic connectors are endorsed by European Technical
Approvals (ETAs). They also comply with relevant Eurocode
standards and are individually CE marked (BS EN 1090).

Telescopic connectors contribute to architectural freedom to
create elegant buildings with enduring aesthetic appeal.
By eliminating unsightly bracketry and corbels, clean lines and
greater potential for space flexibility and utilisation may be achieved.
Our connection systems minimise material usage compared
to conventional RSAs or corbels. No need for plasterboard
or intumescent paint. Our products are made from 100%
recyclable materials.

Using RVK 101 connectors instead of RSAs delivers an 80% reduction in man hours and 44% reduction in direct costs. Read our ‘Cost Comparison
Study: Telescopic Connectors v Rolled Steel Angles’ under ‘Technical Literature’ in the ‘Resources’ area of our website.

Specifying and using telescopic connectors
benefits the whole supply chain.
Rarely do people see our products.
That’s not a reflection of their popularity,
it’s simply that all our products are
purposefully designed to be unseen.
We call these solutions our hidden strengths.

The Architect

benefits from design
freedom to maximise
usable space and create
aesthetic ‘clean lines’
without cumbersome
corbels or bracketry. Fire
protection is inherent.

The Engineer

achieves structural
robustness without
additional products or
cost, and is reassured by
comprehensive technical
support and product
approvals for Building
Regulations compliance.

The In Situ Frame
Contractor
avoids drilling concrete
which improves health
and safety. Generous
fixing tolerance is
embodied in the
connection system,
which accommodates
site variables.

The Precaster

delivers a finished
precast element which
pre-considers and
embodies buildability
ease, thereby increasing
offsite precast appeal.

The Main
Contractor

values the reduction in
crane time, noise and
material waste, as well
as the rapid installation
of ‘safe stairs’ which
improve the general
movement for all trades
working between
different levels.

It is now common practice to connect precast concrete elements such as landings to walls, or
beams to columns, using telescopic connectors instead of rolled steel angles (RSAs) or corbels.
This innovative method uses hidden connectors which ‘telescope’ from precast elements into
preformed recesses in walls, beams or columns. The approach is proven to be safer, quicker
and more economical than traditional alternatives.
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Why Invisible Connections?
An introduction to telescopic connectors

Invisible Connections’ range of telescopic connectors was originally
developed to solve the problem of unsightly support systems for precast
concrete slabs and beams, negating the need for traditional bracketry
and/or corbel support details.
Manufactured using state of the art robotic machinery we offer a range
of solutions for connecting precast stair landings, beams and columns.
TSS and RVK Stair Landing Connectors
Primarily (although not exclusively) intended to support precast stairs
and landings off core walls. An elegant and efficient alternative to
traditional RSAs or corbels. The TSS range is cord operated and
ideal for high spec details, where a fair-faced concrete finish or sound
deadening properties are preferred. The utilitarian RVK range is bolt
ejected via a hopper and is a popular, cost-effective choice for 		
screeded landings.
DTS Medium Load Connectors
Versatile mid load solutions for connecting Double Tee floors, slabs
and beams as well as miscellaneous applications which fall between
performance parameters of TSS/RVK stair landing connectors and BSF
beam and column connectors.
BSF High Load Beam and Column Connectors
Designed for heavy duty beam and column supports, BSF connectors
are aesthetically pleasing alternatives to traditional precast corbel
supports, which are complex to detail, expensive to form and
challenging to transport. Used for connecting beams to beams,
or beams to columns, the BSF range accommodates vertical shear
capacities from 225kN to 1100kN.
REDiBOX® Wall Recess Formers
Purpose designed to provide a simple, accurate method of creating
recesses in precast or in situ walls to receive cast in TSS, RVK or DTS
telescopic connectors. Eliminates digging-out and provides generous
tolerance for installation of stair landings.

Contents

Our pedigree

Invisible Connections has specialised in providing support solutions
to the precast concrete industry for over 30 years. If you are new to
telescopic connectors, then it’s unlikely that you will have seen our
products in practice... but they have been successfully installed in many
iconic, landmark and other commercial buildings across most market
sectors all over the world.
We maintain a policy of continuous product development and
innovation. By listening to our customers’ feedback and working with
leading precast engineering specialists, we’re able to advance and
develop our product ranges to meet our customers’ construction
challenges.

Standards and authority

TSS Stair Landing
Connections

RVK Stair Landing
Connections

REDiBOX® Wall Recess
Formers

DTS Medium Load
Connections

BSF High Load Beam and
Column Connections

FERBOX® Bespoke
Reinforcement Continuity System

Resources
and Services

About
Invisible Connections

Pages 6-9

Pages 10-13

Page 24

Design and manufacture meets and exceeds the requirements of the
following standards:
 Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures Part 1-1 General rules
and rules for buildings.
 Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures Part 1-1 General rules and
rules for buildings.
 Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures Part 1-8 Design of joints.
Cold rolled grade S355 (minimum) steel is used for its high stress
capacity.
Reaction to fire: Class A1, according to EN 13501-1.
Our products are certified by appropriate European Technical
Approvals (ETAs) issued by SINTEF (the largest independent research
organisation in Scandinavia) and CE marked as required by EC2.

Pages 16-17

Pages 18-21

Page 25

Browse the ‘Projects’ section on our website for a selection of UK construction projects which incorporate our products.

Typical uses

Page 26

Page 27

Visit the ‘Resources’ area of our website for up to date Technical Literature, BIM/CAD files, Specification information, Case Studies, Videos, Published
Articles or to arrange a Seminar or Webinar.

Staircase landing connections
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TSS Stair Landing Connections
The ultimate invisible connection
for precast concrete stair landings.
TSS connectors leave no blemish
on the landing surface and are
ideal for uncovered fair-faced
concrete finishes.

TSS product range
TSS 41 STD
Precast Concrete Stair Landing Connector
(40kN, Cord Operated, No Screed Required)

Features

Recommended application

Small, compact unit. Capacity up
to 40kN

Cost-effective solution for
thinner stair landings of
thickness ≥150mm.
Use with REDiBOX PRF STD

TSS 60P
Precast Concrete Stair Landing Connector
(60kN, Cord Operated, No Screed Required,
HDPE Outer)

Slim design enables thinner
landings and stair thicknesses
≥120mm (full capacity 170mm).
Capacity up to 60kN.
Recycled HDPE outer

Sustainable, economical and
lightweight connector for light
loads.

TSS 101 STD
Precast Concrete Stair Landing Connector
(100kN, Cord Operated, No Screed Required)

Capacity up to 80kN in a
minimum 200mm thick landing
increasing to 100kN for 265mm
thick landing

Versatile and popular choice
for most stair landing
applications.

TSS 81-30 PIN
Precast Concrete Stair Landing Connector
(80kN/30kN, Cord Operated, No Screed Required,
Pinned Anchorage)

Suitable where wall locations are
only on two sides of landing and
connector has to be pinned to
meet robustness requirements.
Axial capacity up to 30kN

Robustness requirements
achieved when only two walls
available to connect to.

TSS 102 STD
Precast Concrete Stair Landing Acoustic Connector
(100kN, Cord Operated, No Screed Required,
Impact Sound Reduction)

Incorporates sound deadening
rubber composite between
sliding components and landing/
wall. Capacity up to100kN

Minimises step-sound vibration
from stairwell into adjacent
rooms, for high specification
applications.

Use with REDiBOX PRF STD

Use with REDiBOX PRF STD

Use with REDiBOX PRF PIN

Use with REDiBOX PRF STD

Description

Most types hot dip galvanised as standard, for
smoother operation and corrosion resistance.

Typical layouts

Different configurations are possible according to precast element shape and loadings:

Cord operation means no hopper required,
leaving no visible markings on top surface of
landing. The TSS is ideal where no screed
is intended and blemish free precast finish is
required.

Robustness

UK regulations require that all precast floor
and stair elements are anchored to the main
structure to provide robustness in the event
of an incident. Traditional dowels or similar
connections into walls result in more work
and additional costs on site. With appropriate
positioning of TSS telescopic connectors,
anchorage is inherent. Where layout allows,
robustness requirements are met with no
additional measures or expenditure.

Landing with connectors
on three sides
TSS 41, TSS 60P, TSS 101, TSS 102

Landing with connectors
at both ends
TSS 81-30

Integral flight and landing with
connectors on side and end
TSS 41, TSS 60P, TSS 101, TSS 102

Integral flight and landing with
connectors on end
TSS 81-30

Integral flight and two landings with
connectors on sides and ends
TSS 41, TSS 60P, TSS 101, TSS 102

Integral flight and two landings with
connectors at both ends
TSS 81-30

Fire resistance

Grouting around the connector (in the airgap
between the landing and wall) provides
equivalent cover as concrete, therefore 40mm
grout cover will give 2 hours fire resistance.
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For other stair landing applications, please contact us for free technical and practical advice on product selection
and installation.

For advice, call us +44 (0)1844 266000 or email info@invisibleconnections.co.uk
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Beaufort Park, Colindale NW9

Bloomberg Place, London EC4

The Hiscox Building, York

Dickens Yard, Ealing

Usher Hall, Edinburgh

Capital Dock, Dublin

The Leadenhall Building, London EC3

TSS Telescopic Stair Connectors project focus
All telescopic connectors are invisible once deployed. However, TSS connectors take this concept to the next level. Since the TSS
is deployed by a wire string, the connector doesn’t need an access hopper, which means the top surface of the landing is blemish
free. This can be an architectural ‘plus’ if the precast landing is to be left exposed.
 Countless projects have elected to use TSS connectors for their structural function and visual appeal; these include many high end office 		
developments like Bloomberg Place, EC4 in the City of London and The Hiscox Building, York.
 Similarly, the developers of high quality residential apartments in prime locations such as Beaufort Park, Colindale and Dickens Yard, Ealing
aimed at affluent and discerning buyers, also chose TSS connectors for their superior aesthetics, as well as their technical compliance and
fire safety characteristics (which is the same for all telescopic connectors).
 With such a strong precast market in Ireland, it’s perhaps of little surprise that our telescopic connectors are used both sides of the 			
border. One such prominent example is Capital Dock, Dublin which embodies the same benefits of all other TSS projects: health and safety 		
improvements for the contracting team; technical compliance for the engineer; and superior aesthetics for the architect.
 The versatility of TSS connectors was used to novel advantage on two keynote projects, where the applications weren’t stair landing			
connections at all. The curved extension to Usher Hall, Edinburgh required the precast cross beams of the internal roof structure to achieve 		
the appearance of floating in air, so TSS connectors were cast into the ends of the cross beams ‘on edge’ and were ejected into pockets 		
in the curved primary beam. At The Leadenhall Building, London EC3 TSS connectors were again used ‘on edge’ and solved a problem for 		
supporting tall precast wall panels from adjacent wall panels, beneficially alleviating loads away from nominated steel beams.

Improved acoustics option

When stair impact sound reduction is a particular concern,
the TSS 102 STD connector incorporates a specially
moulded neoprene inner sleeve to isolate the steel inner
and outer tubes, and a neoprene pad to isolate concrete to
concrete sound transfer. As used at 20 Farringdon Street
(see feature pages 14 and 15).

Thank you for sending the
calculations and installation advice.
The new calculation software looks
great. Very clear, user friendly and with
more design checks than the previous
version. It’s a pleasure to see how you
are constantly improving.
Stefan Pauceanu, Senior Structural Engineer, Ground Construction

Speed. Safety. Strength.
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RVK Stair Landing Connections
The contractor’s choice for easiest
site deployment due to popular bolt
ejection method. The RVK is perfect
for landings which are screeded
to level, or which have other
floor coverings.

RVK product range
Features

Recommended application

RVK 60P - Precast Concrete
Stair Landing Connector
(60kN, Bolt Operated, Popular For
Screeded Landings, HDPE Outer)

Slim design enables thinner
landings and stair thicknesses
≥120mm (full capacity 170mm).
Capacity up to 60kN. Recycled
HDPE outer

Sustainable, economical and
lightweight connector for light loads.

RVK 101 STD - Precast Concrete
Stair Landing Connector
(100kN, Bolt Operated, Popular For
Screeded Landings)

Up to 80kN in a 200mm thick
(minimum) landing, increasing to
100kN in a 265mm thick landing

Popular and default choice for
most stair landing applications.
Use with REDiBOX PRF STD

RVK 101-30 PIN - Precast Concrete
Stair Landing Connector
(100kN/30kN, Bolt Operated, Popular For
Screeded Landings, Pinned Anchorage)

Axial capacity up to 30kN

Achieves robustness requirements
where only two walls of the landing
are available for connection.

RVK 101-30-E20 PIN - Precast Concrete
Stair Landing Extended Connector
(100kN/30kN, Bolt Operated, Popular For
Screeded Landings, Pinned Anchorage,
Increased Airgaps)

Longer inner tube section suitable
where design requires a large air
gap ≤40mm between landing and
wall. Capacity to 60kN

Description

Supplied ‘black’ as standard (also available
galvanised on request). The sliding inner tube
is deployed by a bolt mechanism, accessible
via a hopper at landing surface.

Use with REDiBOX PRF STD

Use with REDiBOX PRF PIN
Spans large air gap between
landing and wall, whilst maintaining
secure embedment (in wall).
Use with REDiBOX PRF-PIN

Typical layouts

Different configurations are possible according to precast element shape and loadings:

Robustness

UK regulations require that all precast floor
and stair elements are anchored to the main
structure to provide robustness in the event
of an incident. Traditional dowels or similar
connections into walls result in more work
and additional costs on site. With appropriate
positioning of RVK telescopic connectors,
anchorage is inherent. Where layout allows,
robustness requirements are met with no
additional measures or expenditure.

Landing with connectors
on three sides
RVK 60P, RVK 101

Landing with connectors
at both ends
RVK 101-30

Integral flight and landing with
connectors on side and end
RVK 60P, RVK 101

Integral flight and landing with
connectors on end
RVK 101-30

Integral flight and two landings with
connectors on sides and ends
RVK 60P, RVK 101

Integral flight and two landings with
connectors at both ends
RVK 101-30

Fire resistance

Grouting around the connector (in the airgap
between the landing and wall) provides
equivalent cover as concrete, therefore 40mm
grout cover will give 2 hours fire resistance.

For other stair landing applications, please contact us for free technical and practical advice on product selection
and installation.

Download the relevant form according to layout under ‘Enquiry Forms’ in the ‘Resources’ section
of our website.
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Clatterbridge Cancer Hospital, Liverpool

The Clarges, Mayfair W1

Southbank Place, South Bank SE1

Tottenham Hotspur Stadium, London N17

The Curragh Racecourse Grandstand, County Kildare

Chamberlain Halls of Residence, Birmingham

RVK Telescopic Stair Connectors project focus
The RVK is the original telescopic stair connector and has become the trusted ‘go-to’ solution for specifiers and contractors alike.
Simple to deploy, the RVK has proven its value in countless developments across multiple sectors. Here are just a few projects to
demonstrate the RVK’s function and ubiquity, evolving into the default fixing method for precast stair installation.
 Regardless of whether the project is luxury accommodation at one of the most exclusive addresses in the capital such as The Clarges,
Mayfair, W1 or practical yet smart student accommodation, like Chamberlain Halls of Residence, Birmingham the RVK consistently 		
delivers buildability ease, standards compliance and technical approval - all alongside pleasing aesthetics.
 The benefits of using RVK connectors just keep multiplying on large scale developments. Southbank Place, South Bank SE1 is a case in
point. With a quantity of over 2,000 RVK connectors supporting and restraining the precast stair landings, significant programme advantages
were achieved and importantly, swift provision of stairs for safe access and egress during the construction phase.

Pinned connections

Precast stair flights and landings in 10 cores over 5 levels
service this multistorey car park. In this example, robustness
requirements were satisfised using RVK 101-30 pinned
connectors in the landings and REDiBOX PRF-PIN recess
formers in the walls (photo taken prior to grouting operations,
after which the connections were invisible).

 Stadiums present some particular design considerations; the mass movement of people on stairways being one of them. At Tottenham
Hotspur Stadium, London N17 the concrete contractor chose the RVK system for its capacity to carry the required forces and potential
for rapid construction: the contractor impressively placed 24 stair units in a single 12 hour shift. At The Curragh Racecourse Grandstand,
County Kildare the RVK system has been used to invisibly support complex shaped landings for which we supplied finite element analysis to
justify the fixing design.

Telescopic connectors provide us
numerous advantages for precast stair
installation. Apart from improved time
and efficiency, the health and safety
gains over traditional support methods
are a key driver to satisfy our own needs,
as well as those of our clients.
Shane Dunleavy, Project Manager, Morrisroe

 Hospitals also form part of RVK’s roll call. The Clatterbridge Cancer Hospital, Liverpool was specially designed to enhance wellbeing (stairs
being a valuable exercise resource within the 11-storey building), demonstrating that RVK telescopic connectors are truly pan sector in their
advantages and appeal.

Speed. Safety. Strength.
Terminal 3 Multistorey Car Park, Manchester Airport
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Project profile

Project: 20 Farringdon Street, London EC4
The challenge
Health and well-being of occupants is intrinsic to the design of this
office development in the City. The central staircase is intended as
the main means of circulation through the building, to encourage
physical activity and interaction between workers on different floors.
A fair-faced concrete core was decided pre-tender for economic,
long term practical and aesthetic benefits.
The connections
Precast flights and landings are supported by TSS102 STD
connectors, chosen for their sound deadening qualities (minimising
step sound vibration transmission from the stairwell into adjacent
rooms); visual appeal (enabling the architect to achieve a neat
shadow gap detail between landing and walls enhanced by lighting);
as well as contribution to cost and programme efficiency.
The team
Client: HB Reavis
Architect: Denton Corker Marshall Architects
Engineers: Waterman Structures
Concrete Contractor: Byrne Bros
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DTS Medium Load Connections
The DTS is a versatile and structurally
efficient connector for loads up to 150kN.
Originally designed for Double Tee floors,
but also a perfect solution for small
beam connections. Can accommodate
round columns or skewed angle
connections.

DTS product range
Capacity

Recommended application

DTS 120 - Precast Concrete
Mid-Load Connector
(120kN, Cord Operated,
Multi-Application)

Up to 120kN

Cord operated to leave a blemish free surface. Ideally suited for
installing into continual, vertical elements where the sliding inner
can be extended into recesses cast into columns or walls.

DTS 150 - Precast Concrete
Mid-Load Connector
(150kN, Cord Operated,
Multi-Application)

Up to 150kN

Description

Cord operated to deploy sliding inner.
A problem solver for miscellaneous
applications which fall between the
performance parameters of TSS/RVK
stair landing connectors and BSF beam
and column connectors.

Use with REDiBOX PRF-STD (orientated vertically).
As above but with a higher load capacity.

Typical layouts

Different configurations according to precast element interfaces are possible.

Fire resistance

Grouting around the connector (in the
airgap between precast elements)
provides equivalent cover as concrete,
therefore 40mm grout cover will give
2 hours fire resistance.

Double Tee floor unit
DTS 120, DTS 150

Walls with rectangular cross section
DTS 120, DTS 150

Beam with rectangular cross section
DTS 120, DTS 150

For other potential applications, please contact us for free technical and practical advice on product selection and installation.

Download the relevant form according to layout under ‘Enquiry Forms’
in the ‘Resources’ section of our website.

Projects using DTS
Telescopic Connectors

For the structural frame of the Library building
at the University of Roehampton, London
DTS 150 connectors were used to join the
spandrel beams to columns, prior to being
brick clad.
At the Alder Hey Research & Education
Building, Liverpool DTS 120 connectors
were used to support 360mm thick precast
landings. Cables for the fire alarm were passed
through the connectors, which removed the
need for surface-mounted conduit.
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University of Roehampton,
London

Alder Hey Research &
Education Building, Liverpool

For advice, call us +44 (0)1844 266000 or email info@invisibleconnections.co.uk
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BSF High Load Connections
Heavy duty yet elegant frame connection system
for loads up to 1100kN. Connects beams to
beams or beams to columns, eliminating corbels
or bracketry. Also suitable for round columns
or skewed angle connections.

BSF product range
Capacity

Recommended application

BSF 225 BB - Precast Concrete Beam to Beam Connector
(225kN, Push Operated, Heavy Duty Application)

225kN

BSF 300 BB - Precast Concrete Beam to Beam Connector
(300kN, Push Operated, Heavy Duty Application)

300kN

A neat and undetectable method of
connecting horizontal beams to each
other, whilst accommodating high vertical
shear forces.

BSF 450 BB - Precast Concrete Beam to Beam Connector
(450kN, Push Operated, Heavy Duty Application)

450kN

BSF 700 BB - Precast Concrete Beam to Beam Connector
(700kN, Push Operated, Heavy Duty Application)

700kN

BSF 1100 BB - Precast Concrete Beam to Beam Connector
(1100kN, Push Operated, Heavy Duty Application)

1100kN

BSF 225 BC Precast Concrete Beam to Column Connector
(225kN, Push Operated, Heavy Duty Application)

225kN

BSF 300 BC Precast Concrete Beam to Column Connector
(300kN, Push Operated, Heavy Duty Application)

300kN

BSF 450 BC Precast Concrete Beam to Column Connector
(450kN, Push Operated, Heavy Duty Application)

450kN

BSF 700 BC Precast Concrete Beam to Column Connector
(700kN, Push Operated, Heavy Duty Application)

700kN

BSF 1100 BC Precast Concrete Beam to Column Connector
(1100kN, Push Operated, Heavy Duty Application)

1100kN

Description

Beam to beam connectors A steel
housing cast-in along the axis at the end of
the supported beam contains a heavy duty
steel ‘knife’ (bridging plate). A second steel
housing cast-in across the primary beam
acts as a receiving unit for the knife which is
telescopically deployed. The knife spans the
joint between both beams, connecting them
in shear.
Beam to column connectors A steel
housing cast-in along the axis at the end of
the beam contains a heavy duty steel ‘knife’
(bridging plate). A second steel housing
cast into the vertical column has integral
reinforcement welded to the underside,
transferring high shear forces into the column.

Fire resistance

Grouting around the connector (in the
airgap between precast elements) provides
equivalent cover as concrete, therefore 40mm
grout cover will give 2 hours fire resistance.
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For beam to column connections.
Accomodates high vertical shear forces.
An attractive alternative to precast corbel
supports which are complex to detail,
expensive to form and make precast
columns challenging to transport.
Use with BOLT2BOX where multiple
connectors converge at the same height.

Typical layouts

Different configurations are possible according to precast element shape and loadings:

Beam with rectangular cross section
into another beam
BSF 225 BB, BSF 300 BB, BSF 450
BB, BSF 700 BB and BSF 1100 BB

Beam with rectangular cross section
into a column
BSF 225 BC, BSF 300 BC, BSF 450
BC, BSF 700 BC and BSF 1100 BC

Beam with stepped cross section
into a column
BSF 225 BC, BSF 300 BC, BSF 450
BC, BSF 700 BC and BSF 1100 BC

For other potential applications, please contact us for free technical and practical advice on product selection
and installation.

Download the relevant form according to layout in ‘Technical Enquiries’ in
the ‘Resources’ section of our website.

For advice, call us +44 (0)1844 266000 or email info@invisibleconnections.co.uk
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Scottish Power Headquarters, Glasgow

SECC & Hydro Arena Multistorey Car Park, Glasgow

University of Leeds Multistorey Car Park

SECC & Hydro Arena MSCP Glasgow

The Bright Building, Manchester

Kingston University Town House,
Kingston upon Thames

BSF Telescopic Beam Connectors project focus
Due to their high load capacity, BSF telescopic connectors lend themselves to heavy duty frame constructions.
 One such typical form of construction is multistorey car parks, many of which have been constructed incorporating BSF connectors. 		
The exposed internal frames of these structures can be elegant per se, as demonstrated in the SECC & Hydro Arena Multistorey Car 		
Park, Glasgow. Adding cladding to the frame creates a juxtaposition between the brutalist and minimalist interior and highly decorative
exterior: see for example the same Glasgow project as well as the University of Leeds Multistorey Car Park.
 BSF frame constructions don’t have to be purely utilitarian in nature. One such example is the Scottish Power Headquarters, Glasgow.
This large high rise project demonstrates how a precast frame incorporating BSF connectors can contribute to the creation of imposing
structures which become landmark buildings in their own right. Another example is the state-of-the-art Bright Building, Manchester which is
a ‘living lab’ for tech and innovation. The four-storey building’s flexibility allows for blue chip corporates to co-locate with pioneering start-up
enterprises – creating a collaborative environment for innovative ideas to develop, and valuable partnerships to form.

Alternative applications

Precast beams by Banagher incorporated BSF telescopic
connectors to assist rapid installation on this rail overbuild
project. The resultant encapsulation of the DLR line created
a suspended foundation for the multistorey housing
development constructed above.

 In the education sector, Kingston University Town House, Kingston upon Thames serves as a great example of how precast concrete		
elements, with careful consideration to concealed fixing methods, can give rise to functional and attractive spaces to stimulate and 		
influence younger generations and perhaps our architects of the future.

Speed. Safety. Strength.

As specialists in precast concrete
car park construction, we use telescopic
connectors for many key applications.
Particularly, the BSF system helps us
to construct a ‘modern’ frame without
cumbersome corbel supports and
enables rapid assembly on site. The
technical back up provided by Invisible
Connections provides us with added
reassurance.
Peter Crofts, Precast Design Manager, SCC Design Build

Royal Mint Gardens, London E1
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Project profile

Project: Birley Fields Academic Building,
Manchester Metropolitan University Business School
The challenge
The faculty accommodation brief consisted of a series of set-piece
teaching spaces and to create a study environment akin to the
workplaces students would eventually inhabit. The answer was to
create an environment that was part corporate HQ, part university.
Referencing Manchester’s historic industrial warehouses, internally
the building is characterised by its honest display of the structure
and the robust use of exposed concrete. The concrete is also
fundamental to the performance of the building in its thermal mass
properties.
The connections
Part of the extensive precast concrete package included 327
columns and 546 beams, many of which were connected using
BSF telescopic connectors of varying types and capacities. In a few
instances, special structural steel beams were fabricated to receive
precast concrete counterparts. In a novel detail, BSF connectors
joined the structural steel and precast concrete members end to
end, ultimately achieving a very neat and unobtrusive cruciform
arrangement at the column heads.
The team
Client: Manchester Metropolitan University
Architect: Sheppard Robson
Engineers: White Young Green
Main Contractor: Sir Robert McAlpine
Concrete Frame Contractor: Creagh Concrete
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REDiBOX® Wall Recess Former

FERBOX® Bespoke Reinforcement
Continuity System

Purpose-designed ‘left-in’ components to simply
and easily form recesses in precast or in situ
concrete walls, avoiding the need to ‘dig out’
polystyrene or timber. Fully sealed and sized to
complement the sliding inner sections of TSS,
RVK and DTS connectors (all load ranges), prior
to receiving cementitious grout-fill.

FERBOX reinforcement continuity system is
designed to maintain structural continuity across
construction joints in reinforced concrete structures.
Enables easy, quick and reliable installation.
Bespoke and off-the-shelf shapes available.

Description

 Saving costly wastage, and

Casing widths fabricated in any
increment up to 480mm and any
individual length up to 2.40m
(to suit reinforcement design)
Anchorage depths sized to
enable interaction with main
reinforcement in wall (main
reinforcement not shown)

95% of FERBOX is made to measure, providing optimum efficiencies for
concrete construction by:
 Satisfying design requirements,
 Mitigating health and safety risks.

Manufactured from recyclable HDPE, the embedded box element is
heavily ribbed on all sides, comprehensively anchoring it into the concrete
wall. The rear of the detachable face-plate has an inset perimeter rib,
which provides a close fit to the box and which also maintains the shape
of the recess former under concrete pressure. The unit is fully sealed,
which ensures that the recess will be clean once the face-plate
is removed. The face-plate can be nailed to timber moulds or shutters.

Weatherproof and tearproof
labelling system uniquely identifies
exact positioning of FERBOX within
the structure

Lap lengths sized for poor
bond conditions as per EC2
requirements (parameters
checked on job by job basis)

Alternatively, the integral lugs (two on four sides) provide ample fixing
points to tie-wire the unit to the wall reinforcement (ideal for slipforms). The recyclable face-plate incorporates a central ‘soft-eye’
into which a hammer-claw can be inserted to pull and detach,
revealing the clear recess.

Dimensions and setting out

The resultant recess measures (internally) 180mm wide x 120mm high
x 104mm deep. Setting-out in the wall should be from the top edge
of the face-plate which, if an RVK 101 connector is specified, should
be 27mm below the top of the precast landing. If a TSS connector is
specified, the setting-out is project-specific, due to the variable depth
of the TSS connector within the landing.

REDiBOX recess formers in stair core

REDiBOX product range
Unit

Tolerances (mm)

Application

REDiBOX PRF-STD - Concrete Wall
Permanent Recess Former - Standard

+/-35 (minimum) vertically
+/-40 (minimum) horizontally

Connector layout on three sides
of precast landing

Use in combination with all ‘STD’ version
connectors: TSS 41, TSS 60P, TSS 101,
TSS 102, RVK 60P, RVK 101

REDiBOX PRF-PIN - Concrete Wall
Permanent Recess Former - Pinned
Use in combination with all ‘PIN’ version
connectors: TSS 81-30, RVK 101-30
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Grade B500C high-ductility
reinforcement, ‘slow’ fabricated
for accuracy and to reduce the
effects of cold-working

Description

On the construction site, the FERBOX unit is secured inside the
formwork at the front face of the structural member (often a wall), in
advance of the concrete pour.
+30/-10 vertically relative to
top of precast landing
+/-40 (minimum) horizontally

Connector layout on two ends only
of precast landing

The FERBOX casing is designed to remain embedded in the concrete,
providing a useful rebate and key for the subsequent concrete pour.
The galvanised and indented profile of the embedded casing obviates
the need for traditional scabbling at the joint interface.
After striking the formwork, the casing lid is revealed and removed,
providing access to the connection legs (starter bars) which lay inside.
These legs are bent outwards (at 90°) by the contractor, then ordinarily
lapped with loose reinforcement of the subsequent structural member
or concrete pour.

Individual casing lengths (used in
combination) are fabricated to suit
joint lengths; so no cutting on site
(safer and less wastage)

CARES approved

Reinforcement continuity strips are important structural components.
CARES Technical Approval provides performance validation through
structural testing, regular mechanical testing and audit. This meets
the quality assurance needs of professional stakeholders and enables
compliance with the National Structural Concrete Specification (NSCS),
published by Construct Concrete Structures Group.

TECHNICAL
APPROVAL

5056

Validate with the
CARES Cloud App

ISO 9001

1398

Validate with the
CARES Cloud App

Discover why bespoke continuity strip is safer and more economical
than ‘off the shelf’ alternatives, read our ‘Ferbox Comparison Study’
under ‘Technical Literature’ in the ‘Resources’ section of our website.

For advice, call us +44 (0)1844 266000 or email info@invisibleconnections.co.uk
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About Invisible Connections

Resources & Services
Technical Literature

The key purpose of this brochure is to introduce you to
the world of telescopic connectors.
There is a raft of technical and practical information
which underpins all aspects of the products and their
applications. This includes a series of Technical Memos
which provide the design theory behind telescopic
connectors and guidance on selection of local
reinforcement. Visit the ‘Resources’ area of our website.

Product Drawings

Whether your requirement is a product image in .JPEG
format, a product and/or application drawing in .PDF or
AutoCAD (2D/3D) formats, or a BIM model (Tekla/Revit)
we’ve got it covered. Visit the ‘Resources’ area of our
website.

Specification

If you’re a specifier, you’ll be pleased to know there’s
very little for you to do other than nominate our products.
Please review ‘Telescopic Connectors for Stair Landings
The ABC of Who Does What’ which can be found on the
‘Products’ page of our website.
If you want us to conduct a preliminary assessment of
your application, simple ‘Enquiry Forms’ are available for
all products in different application scenarios. Visit the
‘Resources’ area of our website.

News

We regularly post relevant and informative news items.
This also includes information about our attendance at
trade events. Our news is typically distributed via the
‘News’ pages on our website and on social media.
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Approvals

Our telescopic connectors have been subjected to
European Technical Assessment and all connectors are
individually CE marked. Our FERBOX bespoke continuity
system is endorsed by CARES Technical Approval.
Current certification and status for all products can be
downloaded from the ‘Resources’ area of our website.

Videos

A series of short videos focus on the interests of each
professional specialism (Architect or Engineer) or on the
practical needs of the required process (Production or
Installation). Visit the ‘Resources’ area of our website.
We are of course on hand by phone or email to provide
guidance on correct product selection and installation
at all project stages. We also offer ‘Toolbox Talks’ to
contractors who may be using our systems for the first
time.

Published Articles

We periodically contribute Articles or Case Studies to the
industry journals, which either highlight related issues or
showcase our products within the setting of a live project.
Visit the ‘Resources’ area of our website.

Invisible Connections Ltd (based in Oxfordshire) is the UK partner of
Norwegian company, Invisible Connections AS, long time specialists in
‘unseen’ structural connections for precast concrete elements.
Our team includes engineering and product experts who are committed
to understanding and satisfying the specific needs of all stakeholders,
including designers and specifiers.
We directly service the community of precast manufacturers and in situ
concrete frame contractors, who often work together in hybrid concrete
form. We are in tune with their operational needs, which we satisfy on a
daily basis.
We deliver value through our focus on technical and practical support,
as well as our product and application innovation. We enjoy long term
relationships with many of our customers, who repeatedly work with us
as a trusted supplier.
At our Thame factory, we are also specialist manufacturers of the
versatile FERBOX® reinforcement continuity system, made to application
requirements.
All our products meet industry demands for improved safety, construction
efficiency, cost competitiveness and compliance.

Speed. Safety. Strength.

I’ve used your services
on my last three projects
(telescopic connectors for
precast and continuity strip for
in-situ). You’re very good at
accommodating site demands
for lead-in times and value
competitiveness. Very happy
with the service I’ve received
on all three projects and hope
this relationship will continue on
future developments.
Paul Dean, Project Manager (Qcf), JP Dunn Construction Ltd.

A popularly downloaded article is ‘Achieving Robustness
of Precast Concrete Stairs Using Proprietary Cast In
Inserts’ which was published in ‘The Structural Engineer.’

Seminar/Webinar

Our CPD Seminars and Webinars explain the practicalities
and theory of using telescopic connectors and are
illustrated with real world examples. Our presentations
typically receive good feedback for being engaging, well
paced and informative. To arrange a seminar or webinar,
visit the ‘Resources’ area of our website.

For advice, call us +44 (0)1844 266000 or email info@invisibleconnections.co.uk
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